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INT. SUBWAY STATION - NIGHT

A subway train barrels down the express track, twelve feet
or so from the local platform. It rumbles and screams as it
passes, leaves an unsettling echo in its wake.

ALICE (30s) eyes closed, groans. She's drunk--too drunk and
tool old for this bullshit. She runs hands through her hair.

STEPHANIE (30s) shivers a bit in the cool station. She
examines the nearby block of wooden seats with its numerous
stains and decides that sitting isn't worth it.

The platform is nearly empty, and Alice and Stephanie stand
at its middle.

In their wrinkled night-out dresses and smeared makeup, they
aren't unlike the foursome of drunk COLLEGE GIRLS who sway
on the opposite platform.

There's an occasional laugh from the girls across the way,
but otherwise, the tunnel is near-silent.

The light above the two women FLICKERS and then goes out.
Stephanie looks up at it and then around.

The other lights in the station remain on.

Alice, leaned against the grimy white tile wall, suddenly
opens her eyes. She turns her head to one side. She appears
to LISTEN for something.

Alice turns the other way, cocks her head, searches for the
source of a voice we cannot hear.

She stiffens. Listens.

Under her breath:

ALICE
What?

To us, the station is quiet, but Alice responds in a whisper
to whatever the answer might have been.

ALICE (cont'd)
Stop.

STEPHANIE
What?

Alice's fingers twist in her hands as though fighting each
other.
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Her response is louder this time.

ALICE
I'm not. I'm--

Her eyes have locked on something down on the tracks, just a
bit to the right of the two women.

STEPHANIE
Who are you talking to?

But Alice has started to shake. She pulls her jacket close
to her body.

ALICE
Go fuck yourself.

STEPHANIE
Al...

Stephanie begins to approach. She's tentative.

Alice is unaware of Stephanie. She sees and hears and
responds only to the entity on the tracks.

ALICE
No, I have time.

Alice listens. The voice is cruel. She shakes her head
violently.

STEPHANIE
Al, there's no one there.

Still, Alice listens to whatever lurks between the rails.

She has no response this time as she considers the words
that only she can hear.

STEPHANIE (cont'd)
Al!

Stephanie pulls her CELL out of her purse. No signal.

Alice hyperventilates now as she listens. She stares out
onto that space above the tracks.

Stephanie puts her hands above her head to wave them as she
shouts to the girls across the tracks.

STEPHANIE (cont'd)
Excuse me! Can somebody-- Somebody go
call 911-- there's something wrong--
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But another express train comes. It shoots through the
station, and Stephanie's words disappear under the sound of
heavy wheels on metal tracks.

Stephanie looks around, frantic. She clocks an emergency
HELP STATION bolted to a column far down the platform.

Stephanie looks back at Alice and then starts toward the
column.

For Alice, it's just her and the thing on the tracks. Tears
begin to form at the corners of her eyes.

The train has passed now, and just its echo remains.

In response to something--

Alice takes a step CLOSER, and her feet come to touch the
yellow caution line. She doesn't seem to notice.

She listens, takes it in.

Alice nods.

Whatever she hears next pushes some button within her.

Alice's voice cracks as she whispers:

ALICE
I don't want to be.

Eyes focused--

Alice steps closer to the edge. She doesn't look down at
what she's doing--

Just puts a hand on the dirty platform, wobbles a bit as she
sits. Her legs hang over the edge.

A RUMBLE begins to build from the left side of the platform.

Stephanie, hand on the help box, turns toward the sound. She
sees the LIGHT of an oncoming train--this one not on that
far express track.

Stephanie turns back to look at Alice with eyes wide in
panic.

STEPHANIE (O.S.)
ALICE!

Alice DANGLES off the platform, half-way down.
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Her feet land with a soft thump.

Stephanie begins to RUN back toward her friend.

Alice walks slowly between the tracks. In her black dress
and dark tights, her black hair long at her back, she's
nearly invisible in the darkened section of the tunnel--

Invisible to the conductor somewhere in the train that now
speeds toward her.

Stephanie SCREAMS but it's unintelligible.

Alice, with her slow, shaky, but determined walk, smiles--
her face that of a ghost in the dark.

The sound of the train gets LOUDER.

Alice REACHES one hand out in front of her as though to
grasp the hand of someone else.

The train's HORN blares and BRAKES begin to screech, but
it's not soon enough.

The train is upon her.

CUT TO BLACK
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